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Overview
Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG) is an applicable linguistics. Its theory is comprehensive, semanticky, paradigmatic and
textual. M.A.K. Holliday is the chief exponent and M.I.M Matthiessen has been the co-exponent of the systemic functional
Grammar. According to Halliday Language is a social semiotic and system is a network of sets of options in a given context.
Function is the significant relation among the constituent units across all the domains, levels and ranks of language. Grammar is
the shared experience of the speech community. Metafunctions are spectral conflations overlapping each other in one and the
same clause of language. These metafunctions are Ideational, Interpersonal and Textual. SFG describes language at both the
planes of expression and content in a given context. It gives us description of text in context, not just the description at the
clause level. Therefore the course aims to explore systemic functional profile of Marathi and to review SFG Model and
Grammar of Marathi and apply it to Marathi primarily to describe its Lexicogrammar, Metafunctions, Grammatical Metaphor
and Text in context.
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A: Systemic Functional Profile of Marathi : May 02- May 07, 2018
Number of participants for the course will be limited to fifty.

You are a teacher in Language, Literature, Comparative Literature, Applied Linguistics,
Translation Studies, Education, Media and Communication Studies in an institution.

You are a linguist, Applied Linguist, Translator, Writer or Professional in Industry, Media or
research organization etc.

You are a student, researcher scholar, pursuing research leading to M.Phil, Ph.D. or any
academic project in the relevant discipline.
The participation fees for taking the course is as follows:
Student: Rs. 1000/Academician: Rs. 3000/Industry/Research Organizations: Rs. 5000/Participants from abroad : US $200
The above fee includes Course kit and relevant material of the course. The participants will be
provided with accommodation on payment basis at university campus.

The Faculty
Professor Christian M. I. M. Matthiessen is the
chair Professor of Linguistics at The Polytechnic
University of Hong Kong, China. His academic
research interests are : Systemic-functional
theory and metatheory, Development of
theoretical and computational models of
systems, Modelling of the meaning base
(ideation base, interaction base and the text base) of a text
processing system, multilinguality, systemic functional grammar of
English, interdisciplinary and applied in the area of Systemic
Functional Linguistics including linguistic description and typology,
theory of language, applications and innovations in the field of
Multilingual Systemic Functional descriptions of languages, . Besides,
he is having a wide range of experience of supervising Multilingual
Systemic Functional Descriptions of languages like Japanese, Russian,
Spanish, etc.

Professor Bhimrao Panda Bhosale is Professor
at Department of English, Dr. Babasaheb
Ambedkar Marathwada University, Aurangabad
(MS) (on lien) and presently he is a Professor at
the Centre of Applied Linguistics and Translation
Studies, School of Humanities University of
Hyderabad (India).His recent academic interests
are in Systemic Functional Linguistics, Linguistics, Applied Linguistics,
Stylistics, Semantics, Poetry, Discourse Analysis, and Translation
Studies.

Dr. Mustajeeb Khan
is an Associate
Professor in Dr. B. A. M. University,
Aurangabad. His academic interests are Drama,
Theatre, Film, and Translation. His academic
activities
are
interdisciplinary
covering
language, literature, culture and he is
consistenly engaged in acedemic research .

Course Co-ordinator
Professor Bhimrao Panda Bhosale
Contact : +91-9765355977 / 8340005007
E-mail: bhimraobhosale9@gmail.com
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Associate Professor
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